
TIME AND 
MONEY SAVING
STRATEGIES FOR
WORKING
PROFESSIONALS



It is never too early to come up with a

strategic plan on how to be more tax-

efficient, make your money last, or even

start saving for retirement.  The problem

is, many don’t want to worry about this in

the prime of their professional lives, or

even have time to sit and plan all of it. 

They want to focus on their business for

now and cross that bridge when they get

there. 

 

Financial planning does not have to be a

stressful task.  With the help of Craig

Wealth Advisors, we will do everything in

our power to make the process as

seamless and stress-free as possible. 

We have many processes we utilize in

order to

effectively analyze your financial

situation and future goals.

 

Let’s work together and develop a

strategy to suit your lifestyle and help to

fund your dreams both now, and down

the road for retirement.

WANTING  TO  RETIRE  EARLY?



If you are a working professional who has kept your head down and hustled

for many years to make a solid income, the thought of retiring early may

sound enticing.  It could be the right time for you to finally get to do what

you want to do.  But, do you have adequate funds to do so? 

 

Proper planning for the future and creating a financial strategy will enable

you to envision a path to potentially retire earlier than anticipated. There

are some factors to consider if this is a realistic option for you. 

Do you have a pension?  If so, you will need to determine which distribution

option is best suited for you.  Some things to consider would be a Quality

Joint Life and Survivor Annuity (QJSA), or maybe a single life annuity. 

Evaluate unique benefits and drawbacks, as well as important factors like

monthly pension payment or lump-sum payouts.  

 



 

If you have a 401(k), more decisions will need to be made.  There are a

variety of things you can do such as leave your money where it is, roll it into

an IRA, take periodic distributions, purchase an annuity, or collect the lump

sum and call it a day.  Check with your employer and see if they allow you to

carry the 401(k) into retirement, as it differs from each company. Below is a

diagram to help explain the pros and cons of your options The decisions you

make regarding retirement distributions will have a significant impact on

your retirement, so it is important to choose wisely and have a trusted

financial advisor to guide you in developing an effective strategy.

Below are questions you should ask yourself if you are thinking about retiring

early…

 

What are your hobbies? Do you want to start a new hobby in retirement?

Will that hobby generate income for you?

Plan to retire earlier than when you think you actually will, that way you

will have the option to retire at an earlier age and working after that

age is completely by choice!

Your retirement bucket list! What accomplishments to you want to

achieve and challenges you want to overcome?

Your legacy – do you want to leave money or other assets to family,

friends and/or charitable organization(s)?



Before you begin to make any decisions, you should also consider elements

in your life that will influence your individual financial strategy.  Before you

meet with an advisor, you should also consider the following questions:

When are you planning to retire?  Is this date relatively fixed, or is

it more flexible?

What will your earnings look like if you continue to work past

the age of 62?  Would these come from continuing in your current

role, or are you considering taking on new or part-time work down

the road?

What other sources of income will you have in retirement?  In

addition to your Social Security benefits, will you be receiving any

pension payments, employment income (part-time work) or annuity

payouts? What about any business sale proceeds, insurance

policies or inheritances? And of course, consider any retirement

accounts or additional savings you've built up over the years.

How long do you expect to live?  Consider your current health as

well as your family history.

What does your family situation look like?  Are you single,

married or divorced? Do you have any dependents?

Investing involves risk and you may incur a profit or loss regardless of strategy selected.  Speak with a financial advisor

prior to making any investment or withdrawal decisions.



Do you want to lower your tax

liability?  If the answer is yes, Craig

Wealth Advisors is here to help. 

 

Depending on what type of business

or profession, there are many

strategies and options to lower your

tax liability.  Knowing the tax laws and

being able to find the solution that

suits your business is an effective

answer to help minimize or defer

taxes.

PAYING  TOO  MUCH  IN  TAXES?

This area is where teaming up with a knowledgeable financial advisor

and tax professional will be extremely effective in helping you find

strategies and solutions that will save you money.  The goal is to help you

better invest that money towards your dreams, children, traveling or

whatever your future endeavor may be.

The benefits to deferring taxes are substantial and can make a huge

difference in the accumulation of wealth for your nest egg when

approaching retirement.

Implementing tax deferral strategies may be helpful when it comes to

your 401(k)s, individual retirement accounts and other qualified

retirement plans.

1.Tax deferral strategies



We understand the heavy workload

of your day-to-day schedule does

not leave a lot of free time to

strategically plan out every intricate

detail of your finances and also

retirement in the future.

Thankfully, that’s where we come

in!  At Craig Wealth Advisors, we

want to do the heavy lifting and

help you pilot your investments in

order to get you where you want to

be down the line.

Let’s work together to figure out how to save you a good chunk

of money that you are paying in taxes and better allocate that

towards your retirement goals.

There are countless ways we can ponder to find a solution that

best suits you. Team up with a member of Craig Wealth Advisors

so we can help steer you in the right direction.

2. Investigate retirement plan options with additional savings

capacity. 

 

3. Work with a CPA to find solutions that are right for you.



We have structured a straight-forward strategy to be able to analyze and

plan for the life you want without you having to devote much time.  To

ensure you live comfortably now and through retirement, you are still

going to need a strategic financial plan.  Understanding where you are

and where you want to be is going to be key in the development of your

plan.  Our team at Craig Wealth Advisors have developed a Piece by

Piece™ model to assist in sectioning your nest egg into three parts, each

with a distinct goal:

Income Today: a portion for your monthly income

Income Tomorrow: a portion for growing your income

Flexibility Dollars: a portion for unplanned expenses

Whether you are getting a head start on retirement planning, or just

looking to better manage your assets and finances, we want to help.  No

matter where you are in the financial planning process, Craig Wealth

Advisors are here for you in every stage of life.  Our team prides

ourselves in delivering high quality service and building a foundation of

trust with our clients. Get in touch with us today so we can help you start

working toward your financial goals!

CraigWealthAdvisors.com

Debbie.Craig@RaymondJames.com

2915 Garfield Rd. N, Suite A

Traverse City, MI 49686

Phone: 231-943-2920

Raymond James and its advisor do not offer tax or legal advice.  You should discuss any tax or legal matters with the
appropriate professional. There is no assurance that any investment strategy will be successful or that your objectives will be
met. Investing involves risk and investors may incur a profit or a loss. Asset allocation and diversification do not ensure a profit
or protect against a loss. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Every investor's situation is unique and you should
consider your investment goals, risk tolerance and time horizon before making any investment decision.


